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The Alise, new hotel in the South
End of Boston
Staypineapple, a Seattle-based hospitality company known for its
entertaining style and world-class hospitality approach, has opened
a 56-room hotel in Boston in the historic South End neighborhood
of the former Chandler Inn.
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The Alise, new hotel in the South End of Boston Classtravel

The Alise Boston is open from February 28th 2018 and is the personification of the vision of
Staypineapple on what defines an urban, classic but modern hotel. The South End district of
Boston is renowned for its eccentricity, liberal sensibility and the splendid Victorian
mansions that make it the largest neighborhood of Victorian terraced houses in the United
States of America. Within walking distance of the Back Bay district and the many famous
historical attractions in the city, shops and excellent restaurants.
The location of The Alise is excellent to begin the experience in Boston, whether it's for work
or to walk the Freedom Trail. The hotel helps you relax while you work, with all the
elements and comfort: designer rooms, Scandinavian-style linens and towels - high-speed
Wi-Fi, great toiletries, high-definition TV. Then there is the shop with bikes, cups, pens,
umbrellas and even dog items, all designed by Staypineapple. One of the distinctions of the
hotel is The Naked Experience ™, the room as an ideal place to indulge yourself! Everything
starts right from the bed and the sheets: refined, soft, from the duvets
(one per head for the double bed!) To the cushions; then continue with bathrobes and
slippers. comfort is a priority as well as almost manic cleaning,
The hotel is DOG FRIENDLY: there is not only the acceptance of dogs for a small additional
fee, but almost the obsession with welcoming them. Dash, a stuffed Husky dog, is the
Staypineapple mascot "adoptable" by the guests; a portion of the adoption fee is donated to
nonprofit rescue organizations. Dash has its own Instagram page and joins the canine
ambassadors to spread tips and ideas of loyal travelers who support the cause of animal
welfare. The TROPHY ROOM restaurant offers a winning combination of craft cocktails,
creative menus and stellar service. In the afternoon the hotel offers the AFTERNOON
DELIGHTS one or two cups of coffee and one or two typical pineapple cupcakes.
The Boston Alise is a breath of fresh air.
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